Twisted Fairy Tales – Story
Opening

Story openings…

Today you will be writing the opening for your
story.
Look at the following examples of the openings
to some of the stories we have looked at over
the last few weeks and think about how the
author has engaged you as a reader and how
you could borrow and use some of these
techniques to open your own story.

Read this example of an opening for the story
of Cinderella, but from the perspective of the
glass slipper…

Many years ago, in a faraway land that I'm sure you've never heard of, I was born. I say
born but actually I just appeared. One minute I wasn't there, the next moment I was.
Suddenly, I found myself in a bright kitchen, held in a warm, wrinkled hand. An elderly fairy
handed me to a sad-eyed girl, along with my twin. We were both delicate and brilliant.
"Here you are Cinderella," she said. Quickly, the girl slipped me on her foot. It was soft and
not at all sweaty. "Now, what about a dress?" The fairy waved a sparkly wand and
Cinderella's ragged clothes became a beautiful ball gown. With another flick of her wand, a
coach and horses appeared outside.
"Thank you," said Cinderella.
Then, Cinderella ran outside, thankfully avoiding the mud. Cinderella waved Cinderella's
hand and next Cinderella climbed into the golden carriage. Cinderella smiled at the fairy.
Cinderella wiggled her toes in excitement. "Remember my dear, you must be back before
midnight," explained the fairy. Cinderella nodded Cinderella's head and Cinderella and I left
for the ball. I was very excited, resting on the plush, red carpet on the floor of the carriage.

Your task:
Today you are going to write the opening of your fairy tale. The openings
you have looked at from the other stories we have read will hopefully give
you some ideas for starting your own opening.
In you opening, make sure that you do the following things:
• Introduce and describe the setting of your story.
• Introduce and describe the main character.
• Start the build up to your problem – for example, the wolf in ‘Red Riding
Hood was Rotten’ was hungry, the wicked stepmother in ‘Seriously,
Cinderella is SO Annoying’ needed a husband and in ‘Trust Me, Jack’s
Beanstalk Stinks’, Jack had snuck into the giant’s house.
• If you were writing about Hansel and Gretel for example, you would
introduce the forest, the witch and her house and explain how naughty
children keep eating it!
See the next slide for hints about how to make your opening engaging for
the reader.

How can we write a good story opening?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Say each sentence before you write it to hear how to develop it
Write in 1st person (me, I, my, etc.)
Use past tense (grew, found, lost, etc.)
Grab your reader's attention in the first sentences (My life changed forever the day...I
knew that it would end in trouble as soon as...I always knew I would be special, etc.)
Use interesting adjectives to describe the setting and characters (dusty, ancient,
terrifying)
Use powerful verbs, including reporting clauses (bellowed, whispered, pounded, tore)
Include some punctuated dialogue - only one or two interesting sentences per section
Use story language/adverbs/adverbials for time, place and manner (many years ago,
without warning, before long)
End your opening with a tension building sentence (Little did I know what would happen
next)
Avoid repeating the same noun by replacing some with pronouns (he, she, it, his, her, its,
etc.

Word mats

You can use the story word mats to
help you…

